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Special Ramadan savings for Mercedes-Benz customers
KUWAIT: Abdul Rahman Albisher & Zaid
Alkazemi Company - the exclusive general
distributor for Mercedes-Benz in Kuwait - is
offering spectacular savings across all 2015
models this Ramadan. Customers making a
purchase between June 10 and the end of
Ramadan will enjoy savings of up to KD 3,500
(depending on the model purchased), high-
lighting the importance of giving during this
special time.

“As Ramadan is an important season of giv-
ing, we have come up with a number of spe-
cial promotions across our full range of mod-
els to provide customers with great savings
and the best chance of buying their absolute

dream cars” said Michael Ruehle, CEO of
Abdul Rahman Albisher & Zaid Alkazemi
Company. “With the promotion extending
across all new passenger vehicles including
luxury saloons, SUVs, cabriolets, roadsters and
a compelling range of two and four door
coupes, anybody in the market to buy a new
car will be hard pressed to find a better time
than Ramadan.”  

Epitomising elegance and sportiness, ver-
satility and modern luxury; a wide range of
2015 CLS-Class, C-Class Coupe and E-Class
coupe models are included in the promotion.
Designed for sport and style enthusiasts,
Mercedes-Benz coupÈs exude class and for-

ward thinking innovation.
Mercedes-Benz GL, M-Class and GLK SUVs

are also included in the promotion.
Combining all-round functionality, spacious-
ness and power, the 4x4 models offer well-
balanced on-road handling with excellent off-
road capabilities to match.

“It really is no wonder the SUV family is so
popular throughout the region, with excep-
tional performance, durability and safety
complemented by sophisticated luxury,”
added Ruehle. “For those who are looking for
agility and speed, the special Ramadan pro-
motion also extends across our entire ‘Dream
Car’ range which includes the SL, SLK and CLS

range of cars for pure driving pleasure.  
“With so many leading models offering the

latest in technology and style, there really is
something for everybody. And the good deals
continue well after the vehicles have left the
showroom, with after sales promotions and
offers throughout the year including spare
parts,  brake safety and air conditioning
checks to ensure Mercedes-Benz customers
are always happy and their vehicles well
maintained,” he said.

The E-Class cabriolet is another Mercedes-
Benz classic that draws attention and exudes
sportiness. With an abundance of power and
wind deflectors ensuring maximum comfort

and enjoyment, the 2015 soft-top convertible
takes open-top motoring to a new level. LED
taillights, climatised seats and collision pre-
vention assist come as standard, adding even
more driving pleasure to the diverse E-Class
family, already enjoying considerable success.

Showroom timings during Ramadan will
be from 10am - 1pm and again from 8.30 pm-
11:30 pm from Saturday to Thursday.
Extended evening hours will allow customers
more time to browse the variety of impressive
vehicles ready to be driven out of the show-
room, while enjoying A R Albisher & Z.
Alkazemi Co’s evening Ramadan hospitality
service.

MANAMA: As part of its new summer sched-
ule, the Kingdom of Bahrain’s national carrier
Gulf Air will increase its flights to and from
Amman, Beirut, Bangkok, Frankfurt, Larnaca
and Paris during the upcoming peak summer
travel period and until  Sept 2015, due to
growing passenger numbers. This follows the
airline’s recent announcement of its enhanced
Istanbul summer schedule which now offers a
choice of up to 07 weekly flights during the
summer period. 

The frequency increase will provide greater
choice of flights and enhanced connectivity
for passengers travelling across the Gulf Air

network with multiple daily flights to Amman,
nine weekly flights to Beirut, daily flights to
Bangkok ,  e ight  week ly  f l ights  to both
Frankfurt and Paris, Charles de Gaulle Airport
and six weekly flights to Larnaca.

Gulf Air’s Acting Chief Commercial Officer,
Ahmed Janahi commented on the additional
flights: “With the summer holidays upon us we
are seeing an increase in travel demand to
some of the airline’s most popular destina-
tions. Our additional flights across the Gulf Air
network are key to strengthening our strategic
business and tourism links. These additional
frequencies allow greater connectivity for pas-

sengers travelling across our extensive net-
work including key destinations in Europe, the
MENA region and Asia ,  v ia  Bahrain
International Airport while facilitating move-
ment to and from the Kingdom of Bahrain.”

Serving 43 cities in 24 countries spanning
three continents, Gulf Air boasts one of the
largest regional networks with multiple dai-
ly flights to ten regional cities from its hub
at Bahrain International Airport.The national
carrier is well-positioned to provide seam-
less connectivity and two-way movement
across its network and through its efficient
Bahrain hub. 

Gulf Air’s summer schedule takes off

Game of chicken risks

slipping out of control

FRANKFURT: OK, guys. You can swerve now.
In the game of chicken between Greece and
its creditors over whether the troubled coun-
try gets more bailout cash, each side has
played its part, refusing to back down. Now
time is running out and the politicians behind
the opposing steering wheels are dangerous-
ly close to getting what neither side wants: a
head-on collision.

Greece’s bailout program expires in 10
days and money is draining from the coun-
try’s banks. The resulting financial blowup
could slip out of control and lead to Greece’s
departure from the 19-nation eurozone.
While it would be devastating economically
for Greece, some predict it would be manage-
able for Europe and the global economy. The
truth is nobody really knows.

Whether that’s a risk worth taking will be
the question facing the government leaders
from the 19 countries that use the shared
euro currency when they hold yet another
emergency summit today. Greece’s eurozone
partners - led by Germany - are willing to lend
it more money. But only under conditions,
including Greek cuts on spending and tax
increases. Greece’s radical left-wing govern-
ment says such austerity policies are smoth-
ering the economy and wants Greece’s debts
owed to other eurozone countries partly for-
given.

One crunch date is June 30. That’s when
Greece’s bailout program expires and the last
€7.2 billion ($8.1 billion) left in it will no
longer be available. On the same day, Greece
has to pay the International Monetary Fund
€1.6 billion ($1.8 billion) and it doesn’t have
the money to do so. If it doesn’t pay, it won’t
be immediately declared in default by ratings
agencies. But the IMF also says it wouldn’t be
able to lend Greece new funds until the
arrears are taken care of.

Bank Run Seen
As the days go by and Greece and its credi-

tors bet the other side will fold, the risk is that
the politicians will be overtaken by events.
The threat many economists cite as the major
one: The possibility of a run on the banks in
Greece. The Greek government could try to
stem that by imposing limits on withdrawals.
If the banks are seen as failing and the govern-
ment is defaulting on its obligations, the
European Central Bank would eventually face
a decision on whether to end the emergency
credit it allows Greeks banks to draw on to
survive. The ECB, which represents all 19 euro-
zone countries, would be risking losing central
bank money on a failing banking system. Out
of euros, the Greek government might have to
print a new currency to rescue the banks and
to pay its bills. So far, Greeks have been hold-
ing on. There has been no bank run, more like
a slower “bank jog”, with no big lines in front
of cash machines. Still, the outflow of money
from Greek banks appears to have picked up
this week. But pulling the plug on Greece is
the last thing the ECB wants to do. It wants
the politicians to choose, not unelected cen-
tral bankers, whether Greece is in or out of the
euro. Cutting off banking support would be “a
profoundly political decision”, says
Commerzbank chief economist Joerg
Kraemer. “The ECB will therefore delay its deci-
sion for as long as possible.”

So what Greece could be heading for,
within just a few days, is an unsettling twi-
light zone where it is running out of cash,
remains cut off from borrowing on financial
markets, has imposed limits on bank with-
drawals and is missing debt payments. And
where would that all end? Kraemer says that
all depends on the big political question:
“Whether the creditors actually want to keep
Greece in the monetary union.” — AP 

KUWAIT: New Generation Motorcycles (NGM),
the exclusive dealers for Zero Motorcycles in
Kuwait, has launched the 2015 model line from
Zero motorcycles. Among its many new and
exciting features and premium standard equip-
ment is the Showa suspensions systems that is
optimized for each specific model, the carefully
tuned ABS on newly engineered anti-lock brake
systems from Bosch for unrivaled traction and
Pirelli tires. Zero has worked closely with these
specialized brands to make refinements, which
are designed to transform the already exhilarat-
ing ride experience to a superior one. Now with
the incredibly smooth suspension and optimal
braking responsiveness, Zero motorcycles’ ride
quality, safety and comfort is unmatchable. 

To increase range, Zero has also introduced
new battery cells with 10 percent greater capaci-
ty on the Zero S, Zero SR and Zero DS. When
combined with the power tank accessory, this
yields an industry leading range of up to 298 km
in the city at 120 km. “NGM is proud to present

the 2015 lineup from Zero Motorcycles which
will further redefine customers’ motorcycle
experience in Kuwait,” Ali Faisal Al-Mutawa,
General Manager of NGM. “Delivering the most
seamless and pure ride of any motorcycle ever
manufactured, Zero Motorcycles will surely take
Kuwait’s roads by storm with its host of features
that include no shifting, up to 106 ft-lb of instant
torque and a host of new technical improve-
ments that offer premium comfort and control.
“We therefore invite customers to go for a ride
on these impressive new machines and choose
from the new lineup that is now available at our
showroom,” he added.

The 2015 lineup also has a host of new design
elements and components, such as freshly
designed cast alloy wheels on the Zero S, Zero
SR and Zero DS that incorporate a carrier-less
front rotor and hollow front axle to reduce
weight. Riders will likewise notice its stylish new
mirrors that provide excellent rear visibility and
reduced motorcycle width. 

In addition, its improved seat ergonomics
and softer grips further enhances comfort, while
a more robust throttle controls the Z-Force
motor’s instantaneous torque. Following years of
evolution and refinement, the latest California-
built electric motorcycles leverage on the
proven Z-Force technology, whose powertrain
has been instrumental in Zero being awarded
“Best Electric Motorcycle” by multiple publica-
tions from around the globe.

After years of development, thousands of
impressed customers around the world and the
announcement of an industry leading five-year
power pack warranty, Zero Motorcycles has
clearly become the driving force of the electric
motorcycle industry. Furthermore, by staying
focused on carefully selected motorcycle cate-
gories, Zero has kept their product line diverse
enough to meet the needs of a wide variety of
riders and lean enough to offer customers
refinements without substantial increases to
suggested retail pricing.

NGM introduces 2015

range of Zero motorcycles

KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait held
the Al Najma Account mega and weekly
draws and Souq.com draw on June 21,
2015. The draw was held under the supervi-
sion of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry represented by Abdulaziz
Ashkanani.
The winner of the Al Najma Mega Draw
is Fatima Yaqoub AlAbdouh
The winners of the Souq.com Draw are:
Ali Sultan Al Omar
Joena Ansila Moyong
Shaikh Mastan Shaik

The winners of the Al Najma Daily Draw
are:
Raed Atef AbdulNafea KD 7000/-
Emil Aziz Mousa KD 7000/-
Mohammad Jadallah Khuwais KD 7000/-
Sara Khaled Hajras KD 7000/-
Shahid Mahmoud Ahmed KD 7000/-
The Commercial Bank of Kuwait announces

the biggest daily draw in Kuwait with the
launch of the new Najma account.
Customers of the bank can now enjoy a KD
7,000 daily prize which is the highest in the
country and another four mega prizes dur-
ing the year worth KD 100,000 each on dif-
ferent occasions: The National Day, Eid Al Fitr,
Eid Al Adha and on June 19, which is the
date of the bank’s establishment.

With a minimum balance of KD 500, cus-
tomers will be eligible for the daily draw pro-
vided that the money is in the account one
week prior to the daily draw or 2 months pri-
or to the mega draw. In addition, for each KD
25 a customer can get one chance for win-
ning instead of KD 50. Commercial Bank of
Kuwait takes this opportunity to congratu-
late all lucky winners and also extends
appreciation to the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry for their effective supervision of
the draws which were conducted in an
orderly and organized manner.

Tijari announces winners of 

Souq.com and Najma draws

Qatar gas ‘to last 138 years’
DOHA: Qatar’s gas reserves are so vast it can
maintain production at current rates for
another 138 years, according to an official
report published yesterday. An “Economic
Commentary” from the Qatar National Bank
(QNB) said the vast reserves of the tiny Gulf
country will ensure it maintains its prominent
position in the hydrocarbon sector “for years
to come”. It added that “Qatar has enough gas
reserves to maintain production at current
rates for 138 years”.

“Looking forward, Qatar is expected to
maintain its dominant role in the global
hydrocarbon sector,” read the QNB report.
“Global demand for clean energy is expected
to continue rising, and Qatar is a leader in the
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) market.” Qatar is

the third largest producer of natural gas in
the world behind the United States and
Russia. Globally, it accounts for just over five
percent of the market. LNG is gas cooled to -
160 degrees Celsius when it then turns into a
liquid, allowing it to be more easily transport-
ed. The vast reserves of gas have helped fuel
Qatar to becoming one of the richest coun-
tries on the planet. The QNB report was using
figures contained in BP’s Statistical Review of
World Energy, released earlier this month.
That review by the British multinational
showed that UK imports of LNG in 2014
increased by 20.5 percent. QNB is a bank half-
owned by the Qatar Investment Authority,
Qatar’s sovereign wealth fund, and the rest by
the private sector. —AFP 


